
Delightfully Detailed Note Card Class 
Make 20 different cards in less than 2 hours with these laser-cut lace sheets!  

by Lyssa Griffin Zwolanek, Independent Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator 

Need Inspiration? http://www.songofmyheartstampers.com  Need supplies? http://www.bit.ly/shopwithLyssa  

Project Specifications:  

• Makes: 20 cards 

• Time: about 2 hours 

• Cost: $ 

• Level: Beginner 

Very Vanilla Note Cards & Envelopes 
 
Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Card Stock 

Delightfully Detailed Laser-Cut Specialty 
Paper 

Kindness & Compassion Cling-Mount 
Stamp Set (also available in wood) 

Touches Of Texture Cling-Mount Stamp 
Set (also available in wood) 

Sahara Sand Classic Stampin' Pad 

Layering Ovals Framelits Dies 

Classic Label Punch 

Basic Adhesive-Backed Sequins 

Pearl Basic Jewels 

Fine-Tip Glue Pen 

http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=144236&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=101650&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=146907&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=146907&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=146729&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=146729&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=143251&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=143251&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=147117&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=141706&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=141491&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=146933&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=144219&dbwsdemoid=101383
http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=138309&dbwsdemoid=101383


Tips for New Stampers 

We are ready to begin our project! Here are some helpful tips for beginner stampers:  

• Make sure your surface is flat and protected from staining. Wash your hands before you work with paper. 

• Have baby wipes handy for cleanup. Clean all the stamps you intend to use so they are ready to go. 

• Good lighting helps you combine colors best. Choose your color combinations before you begin.  

• Push the stamps straight down onto the paper, and pull them straight back up without rocking. 

• Well-inked pads provide the best results. If you are having trouble consistently getting nice images, try re-

inking the pad. If it is too juicy, blot some off with a paper towel.   

• Stamp on scratch paper before starting, so you know what you’re going to get. 

• Don’t sweat the small mistakes! Stamping is an art, not a science.   

 

Handling Laser-cut Lace Sheets 

Delightfully Detailed is a good name for the intricate, elegant designs of this laser-cut lace paper pack. The del-

icate 12x12 sheets are layered with tissue sheets to help keep them flat and prevent them from tangling up in 

each other. Slide one sheet out at a time to work with. If they do become tangled, take your time gently sepa-

rating them. They are a little fussy, but once you see the results you won’t mind “babying” the sheets at all.  

 

What You’ll Need to Gather: 

• Very Vanilla Note Cards & Envelopes (can use Whisper White instead) 

• Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11" Card Stock (or Whisper White)  

• Delightfully Detailed Laser-Cut Specialty Paper (vanilla on one side, white on the other) 

• Stamp set with a variety of sentiments in a font style that pairs well with lace 

• A floral spray-type stamp for a couple of the designs shown here (optional) 

• Sahara Sand Classic Stampin' Pad (any light neutral will work) 

• Layering Ovals Framelits Dies (optional, for a few of the designs) 

• Classic Label Punch (optional; can hand-cut or substitute other punch) 

• Basic Adhesive-Backed Sequins  and/or Pearl Basic Jewels 

• Fine-Tip Glue Pen (or Tombow Multi Glue) 



 

Delightfully  Detailed Paper Pack 

Delightfully Detailed comes with eight sheets of lace; four 12x12 solid floral patterned and four cut-apart sheets 

intended to be used for cardfronts. Our class will focus on the cut-apart sheets.  

 Notes to Know about the Lace Paper: 

Be gentle when handling the sheets. I suggest cutting it into smaller pieces right away, trimming out all six back-

ground pieces and separating the border strips all at once to prevent them from tangling and tearing. Save the 

tissue that comes with the pack and continue to use it to 

separate the cut pieces until they are ready to adhere.  

Slice the side lace border strip off first, then the narrow 

border strip area. The six background pieces will cut neat-

ly into 3.5 x 5 inch pieces, perfectly sized for the pre-cut 

Note Cards & Envelopes.  

Adhere with a liquid, pin-point glue such as Fine-Tip Glue 

or Tombow Multi. You do not need to place glue on every 

tiny piece; just put dots of adhesive every inch or so in 

strategic places. Try to be exact with your placement as 

you lay each piece down, as sliding it around afterwards 

will leave messy glue trails and increased the likelihood of 

fingerprints and smudging.  



Top left: adhere floral background to cardfront; trim any excess hanging over edges. Stamp sentiment on scratch strip of Very 

Vanilla cardstock. Adhere to the center of the card using dimensionals. Add two embellishments on either end of sentiment.  

Top right: Use multiple pieces of the skinny lace borders to run seven or eight stripes across card. Stamp sentiment in between 

two of the stripes. Add smaller sentiment (if desired) on a Classic Label punch popped up with dimensionals.  

Bottom left: adhere vine background to cardfront. Stamp sentiment on a 1.5 x 3.5 inch strip of Very Vanilla and adhere to card-

front just above center, as shown. “Sprinkle” sequins in upper right and lower left corners. 

Bottom right: adhere stylized background to cardfront. Stamp sentiment on a 1 x 5 inch strip of very Vanilla. Adhere across the 

lower third of card. Embellish with two sets of three small pearls on either side of sentiment.  

Layout  & Placement  Guide 



Top left: trim out several vines from vine background. Adhere as if hanging down, beginning about one inch from top edge of 

card. Stamp sentiment on 1 x 3.5 inch strip of Very Vanilla cardstock. Adhere across upper portion of vines. Add a pearl on ei-

ther end of sentiment.  

Top right: use the wide lace border to run across cardfront. Trim excess hanging off the edges. Stamp sentiment directly on 

cardfront below the lace in the lower right hand corner. Add sequins in the center of the lace flowers. 

Bottom left: adhere oval background to cardfront. Trim out the doilies from the middle of the doily background piece and in-

sert into oval. Stamp sentiment on narrow scrap strip of Very Vanilla and insert into doily as shown, with dimensionals. 

Bottom right: run strips of the narrow lace border diagonally from lower left to upper right corners. Stamp sentiment above 

the lace borders at the same diagonal angle. Attach two embellishments on either side of sentiment. 

Layout  & Placement  Guide 



Top left: Slice the lattice-work background piece in half diagonally from lower right corner to upper left. Adhere to top left por-

tion of card, as shown. Stamp sentiment in lower right corner; embellish with three pearls in a line in top right corner.  

Top right: trim out the lace flowers from the center of the floral background piece. Adhere to cardf ront as shown. Add a 1 x 

3.5 inch sentiment strip, placed so that a few of the leaves or flowers overlap it.  Place pearls or other small embellishments  in 

the center of the lace flowers. 

Bottom left: adhere stylized floral background to card front. Stamp and die-cut floral spray into an oval, with a matching scal-

loped oval mat. Adhere to card front with dimensionals. Add sentiment with Classic Label punch and trim with pearls on ends. 

Bottom right: cut off the top ornate edge of the wide lace border strip, just above the center flowers (save for another card). 

Adhere lace border running horizontally across lower portion of card. Stamp sentiment directly on the card above the border. 

Embellish with a pearl in each flower center.  

Layout  & Placement  Guide 



Top left: trim out the center lace from the floral background piece, leaving some around the edges and slightly more in the top 

corner areas. Adhere to card base. Stamp sentiment centered directly on card base; embellish with three pearls in a line in 

lower right corner.  

Top right: adhere the oval background piece to the cardfront and stamp floral spray image directly inside. Color or sponge as 

desired. Add a .75 by 3.5 inch sentiment strip across the lower third of the card. Embellish with sequins.  

Bottom left: adhere doily background with the borders trimmed off to cardfront, as shown. Add a 1.25 x 3 inch strip of Very 

Vanilla with stamped sentiment. Use pearls and sequins to embellish the doily centers. 

Bottom right: use the pieces trimmed out from the center of the floral lace background piece to adhere to the left side of card. 

Add a sentiment on a strip of 1 x 3.5 inch Very Vanilla cardstock, using dimensionals. Add a scattering of embellishments from 

the upper left corner to the lower right.   

Layout  & Placement  Guide 



Layout  & Placement  Guide 
Top left: cut the lattice background lace in half diagonally. Adhere one half to cardfront, trimming with a narrow lace border 

strip. Add a large flower cut from the doily background to the cardfront in the lower right area. Stamp sentiment above right.  

Top right: use narrow lace border strips to run vertical strips across a cardbase. Stamp and die cut floral spray in an oval shape 

with a matching scalloped oval mat. Adhere left of middle, using dimensionals. Add Classic Label punch sentiment, if desired. 

Bottom left: adhere the lattice background piece vertically on a horizontal card base. Trim excess hanging over top and bottom 

edges. Stamp sentiment on a .75 x 3.5 inch strip of Very Vanilla and adhere horizontally across lattice, up from bottom edge.  

Bottom right: Adhere the lattice background to the cardfront. Stamp floral spray image on Very Vanilla cardstock and diecut 

into oval, with a coordinating scalloped oval mat. Adhere to card base slightly up from center. Stamp desired sentiment on 

scrap strip and adhere over lower portion of oval, as shown. Add pearls to flower centers.    


